Sun’Agri, pioneer and leader in dynamic agrivoltaics.

Sun’Agri is a French independent pioneer and pure player of dynamic agrivoltaics. With a staff of two third of agronomic engineers working full time on this subject, it owns for its technology a solid track record of 14 years of public/private agronomic research, 4 patents, multiple partnerships with independent power producers (IPP), 40 innovative public tenders won for the last 4 years and 22 agrivoltaics projects live in 2023.

Its technology consists in dynamic solar panels located above the crops, that rotates depending on the crops’ needs, and combines artificial intelligence and in-depth agronomic expertise to provide agroclimatic solutions for crop resilience.

The company’s pure-player expertise and unique position as third party between the farmer community and the IPP guaranties every project a positive bottom line on agriculture services without spoiling financial profitability.

**SUN’AGRI’S RESULTS**

- **AGRICULTURAL BENEFITS**
  - 5°C in the air
  - 10°C on leaves & fruits
  - 30% irrigation

- **GREEN ENERGY**
  - Developing local and competitive renewable projects

- **TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP**
  - 14 years R&D
  - 5 patents
  - 5 awards

- **TRACK RECORD**
  - 22 agrivoltaics fields
  - 8 IPP partners
  - 15 crops

**AWARDS**
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